
Meet the Tobii Dynavox 
Speech Tablet family

Power to be You

The power to 
 express myself



Options like never before

Indi, the all-in-one speech tablet created for communication  

Meet the Speech Tablet family by Tobii Dynavox. Created to give you the freedom to choose the 
speech device that is right for you, the Speech Tablet family allows you to pick your solution based 
on your preference for operating systems (iOS or Windows), size, color, and even software. 

All members of the Speech Tablet family were created specifically for Augmentative and Alternative 
Communication (AAC) and are backed by Tobii Dynavox’s unparalleled warranty, ecosystem of 
resources, and helpful trainings. 

Since the choice is yours, users can have the freedom to choose technology they already know, 
parents can rest assured knowing their child is comfortable with their solution, and SLPs can be 
confident in recommending a best-in-class solution for their client.

Technical Support and Warranty 

Indi and Indi 7 come with a 2-year manufacturer’s warranty and 90 days of telephone support. The optional Support360SM 
warranty, which comes with telephone support and covers any device repairs, is available for $299/one year, $549/two years, 
and $799/three years. Telephone only support is also available for $99 per year.

Available in two sizes, 10" and 7", the Windows 10 based Indi is a light-weight and portable speech tablet 
available with Snap + Core First, Communicator 5, or Compass software. Featuring integrated outward-
facing speakers optimized for speech, numerous compatible access methods, environmental controls, and 
infrared capabilities, Indi and Indi 7 allow you to take communication into your hands.  

Indi

• 10" screen size
• 1.69 lbs
• More than 8 hours battery run time
• Optional Durable Case available in Teal Blue,  

Raspberry, or Steel Gray

Indi 7

• 7" screen size
• 1.27 lbs
• More than 7 hours battery run time
• Optional Durable Case available in Coal Black



Indi, the all-in-one speech tablet created for communication  iOS Fans… meet AAC the Tobii Dynavox way
The Tobii Dynavox Speech Case™ with iPad® is an iOS-based speech tablet designed for AAC. 
Equipped with extra loud speakers, Snap + Core First communication software, 1-year telephone 
support, and more - the Speech Case with iPad provides a true communication solution for iOS users. 

Technical Support and Warranty 

The Speech Case with iPad comeS with 1-year of telephone 
support included. An optional 1-year Support360 warranty is 
available for $299. This warranty provides telephone support 
and coverage, free-of-charge, for repair or replacement parts 
(including iPad), labor, and return shipping.

For Speech Case or Speech Case Pro only purchases, the 
optional Support360 warranty is $119/year for Speech Case 
or $139/year for Speech Case Pro.

Speech Case is also available for purchase alone or bundled 
with Snap + Core First. 

For those who prefer a larger solution and have a 12.9” 2nd 
generation iPad Pro, the Speech Case Pro is available.

Speech Case with iPad

• Compatible with 5th and 6th generation 9.7" iPad 
• 1.26 lbs (without iPad), 2.28 lbs (with iPad)
• More than 10 hours battery run time
• Available in Teal Blue, Raspberry, or Steel Gray
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To learn more about the Speech Tablet family, visit tobiidynavox.com or contact your Tobii Dynavox Sales Consultant.

Indi, Speech Case, and all Tobii Dynavox 
communication software are supported 
by an unparalleled ecosystem of 
content and a library of resources to 
help you learn and grow your literacy 
and communication skills. Created by 
leading professionals in the field, this 
broad range of resources and supports 
will help to ensure successful language 
development and device usage.

Communication the  
Tobii Dynavox Way

As the leaders in AAC technology, we 
know communication. The Indi, Indi 7, 
Speech Case, and Speech Case Pro 
are the innovative results of a highly-
experienced team from Tobii Dynavox 
made up of educators, clinicians, PhDs, 
engineers, and professionals who want 
to give customers the best options when 
it comes to AAC.

 

Comprehensive  
Ecosystem of Support

Snap + Core First is a 
symbol-based communication 
software. The research-based 

Core First pageset is centered on 
Tobii Dynavox’s systematic delivery 
of Core Word vocabulary, Topics, 
Quick Fires, and Behavior Supports, 
which allows the user to begin their 
communication journey where they are, 
and continuously keeps them growing 
and moving forward.  

Companion for your 
Communication Journey

The Speech Tablet family, something for everyone


